MEMO

September 19, 2019

To: District Engineers

From: Michael A. Chacon, P.E.
Director, Traffic Safety Division

Subject: Revisions to Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) Inspection Station Signing Standard Detail Sheets

The Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) Inspection Station Signing standard detail sheets have been revised as follows:

- The CMV Inspection Station Signing for Freeways standard detail sheet (CMVF) and CMV Inspection Station Signing for Conventional Highways standard detail sheet (CMVC) have been consolidated into one standard detail sheet (CMV-19).
- Sign dimension inconsistencies between the previous standard details and the Standard Highway Sign Design (SHSD) Book have been corrected. The revised Conventional Highway and Expressway/Freeway sign designs are included on standard detail sheet CMV(SD)-19. Standard detail sheet CMV(SD)-19 will be removed when the upcoming revision to the SHSD is issued.

The standard detail sheets may be used immediately and are available in Microstation and PDF formats at the following address:


If you have any questions, please contact me at (512) 416-3200 or Nick Aiello at (512) 416-3247.
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